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Cover Image: John Payne, aged 12, with friends and his pigeon Chequer. Portsmouth, 
1974 © Daniel Meadows. Courtesy the artist and Bodleian Libraries, University of Oxford 
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Professor Richard McCabe, FBA, 
Chairman of the Advisory Council 
of the Friends of the Bodleian

Chairman’s Welcome 
Professor Richard McCabe 

Welcome 

Since its establishment in 1925 the Friends of the 
Bodleian has acted not only to promote acquisition 

and conservation but to raise public awareness of the 
astonishing extent and variety of the Library’s holdings. 
Our recent programme of lunchtime lectures must be 
accounted a tremendous success in forwarding that aim. 

In September 2019, for example, Nick Millea, the Bodleian 
Map Librarian, spoke about the materials displayed in 
the extraordinary cartographic exhibition Talking Maps, 
concentrating on the famous Laxton Map of 1635 which 
illustrates the ancient practice of strip farming that 
preceded enclosure. Two months later, and again drawing 
extensively on the Library’s holdings, the bibliographer 
Graham Jefcoate, described the career of John Henry 
Bohte, foreign bookseller to the King, whose commercial 
acumen furthered the Anglo-German book trade of the 
early nineteenth century. But perhaps most effective of 
all in revealing the surprising diversity of our resources 
was Frank Close’s account of how some of our documents 
helped to elucidate the activities of Klaus Fuchs, the spy 
who betrayed the secrets of the British and American 
atomic bomb to the Russians during the Cold War. 

While these lectures were open to all, members of the 
Friends enjoyed many exclusive benefits. By courtesy of 
Bodley’s Librarian they were invited to the grand opening 
of the Talking Maps exhibition on 5 July 2019, and on 11 
October following were entertained in Convocation House 
at ‘Arctic Circles’, a haunting concert featuring a selection 
of Scandinavian, English, and German works reflecting on 
themes of mortality, change, and endurance. Prior to the 
concert, at a specially convened composers’ forum in the 
Divinity School, Daníel Bjarnason and Henning Kraggerud, 
two of the Oxford Chamber Music Festival’s composers-
in-residence, discussed the various ways in which their 

Left: Professor Richard McCabe, FBA, Chairman of the Advisory Council of the Friends of the Bodleian 
Right: Duke Humfrey’s Library 

Scandinavian roots informed their compositions. Musical 
festivity returned to Convocation House on 10 February 
when Garsington Opera performed excerpts from their 
2020 season, and its artistic director, Douglas Boyd, and 
stage designer, Tom Piper MBE, provided insights into the 
creative process behind their productions. 

In addition to all of this, one of the most encouraging 
developments of the past few months has been the number 
of rare books, photos, and manuscripts donated to the 
Library by our Friends. These range from the medieval 
musical fragments donated by Bonnie Blackburn to the 
illustrated Comic History of England (1847) donated by 
Colin Franklin. The donation of such items to the Bodley 
contributes to a prestigious tradition reaching back to 
Humfrey, Duke of Gloucester who gifted 129 manuscripts 
in 1439 and a further 134 in 1444. Indeed, the Library owes 
many of its most precious materials to such generous 
donors as Archbishop Laud, Richard Rawlinson, Francis 
Douce, and Sir Edmund Backhouse. Should you be looking 
for a home for a rare item not currently in our holdings, I 
would encourage you to join this celebrated company. 

The poet Abraham Cowley famously hoped for ‘a few friends 
and many books’. With many friends and over twelve million 
books we have done considerably better, but it is the 
symbiotic relationship of book and bibliophile that keeps 
us going. We are grateful for your current and future support 
and look forward to an ever widening circle of friendship. 

Professor Richard McCabe, FBA 

Chairman of the Advisory Council of the Friends of the Bodleian 
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Welcome 

Secretary’s Update 
Virginia Lladó-Buisán 

The year 2019–20 has brought excellent news for the 
Bodleian, and also increased success of the Friends’ 

lunchtime lectures programme, which we hope that you 
continue to enjoy! We have found that our public very 
much likes having an opportunity to see collection items 
that our guest speakers have used as part of their research, 
and we will continue with this lecture model whenever 
possible. We were very pleased to see a large number 
of Friends and other members of the public at Graham 
Jefcoate, Professor Frank Close, and Professor Stephen 
Harris’s hugely successful lectures, and we very much look 
forward to welcoming our next two speakers: Author 
Christina Hardyment, who will discuss her new book 
Novel Houses: Twenty Famous Fictional Dwellings, published 
by the Bodleian; and Julie Anne Lambert, Librarian of the 
John Johnson Collection of Printed Ephemera, Bodleian, 
who will give an insight into this collection, and will talk 

is curating. Please, do book your seat early as these will 
rapidly fill up! 

In my own area of Conservation, we are delighted to have 
received several very generous gifts, including those from 
author and Oxford University alumnus, Thomas Barron 
(The Great Tree of Avalon Trilogy, The Merlin Saga), The 
Helen Roll Charity, The Tolkien Trust, The Radcliffe Trust, 
and the Mallinckrodt family, in addition to a generous 
legacy from one of our Friends. These generous donors have 
all contributed to a campaign towards the conservation 
of Grüne Bücher, or ‘Green Books’, which belonged to 
the German composer and conductor, Felix Mendelssohn 
Bartholdy (1809–47). 

The `Green Books’ comprise 27 volumes of Mendelssohn’s 
incoming correspondence from the age of 12 and contain 
an astounding wealth of information, making it one of 
the best resources for historians and researchers studying 
Mendelssohn and his circle. The collection, which is one of 
the two principal resources in the world for Mendelssohn 
research, is currently in a fragile state. Thanks to these 
donations, the Bodleian’s Conservation team has already 
started the treatment of the volumes, an essential and 
complex job, previous to their digitisation, which will be 
carried out from later this year, in collaboration with the 
Berlin State Library, Germany. 

In addition to his generous gift for the conservation of the 
Mendelssohn volumes, Mr. Barron has also given a very 
substantial amount to fund five, one-year internships in 
Conservation for recent graduates, aiming to build a bridge 
between their early career experiences and their first jobs 
as conservators. As part of his donation, Mr. Barron has 
funded five years of continuous professional development 
for our Bodleian conservators, through attending bespoke 
workshops and carrying out professional exchanges, both 
locally and overseas, but also by hosting experts in various 

4

about our next exhibition The Art of Advertising, which she subjects to train our team. Barron’s gift, the largest single 
donation to the Bodleian’s Conservation department in 

many years, opens a wonderful and unprecedented 
opportunity that will have an extremely 

beneficial impact on our collections 
and colleagues across the 

Bodleian. 

Virginia Lladó-Buisán 

Friends of the Bodleian 
Secretary and 

Head of Conservation and 
Collection Care 

Virginia Lladó-Buisan, Friends of the Bodleian
 Secretary and Head of Conservation and Collection Care.4 



Above: The Nine Saints of Ethiopia, instrumental in the growth of Christianity in Ethiopia 
during the Fifth Century AD 
Below: Guests in attendance for the Bodleians Ethiopian & Eritrean co-curation project 

 

 
 

 

 

Discover 

The Bodleian Libraries Public 
Engagement and Education 
Programme | Mai Musié 

’ 

The Bodleian Libraries are enormously grateful to The 
Helen Hamlyn Trust for its vital support in funding 

our innovative programme of public engagement and 
educational events for all. With the support of the Trust, 
the Bodleian has made a major transformation over the 
last three years, placing public engagement at the heart of 
the Bodleian’s vision for the future. This has been helped 
enormously by the arrival of the Weston Library’s newly 
remodelled space on Broad Street, providing the platform 
upon which meaningful engagement could take place. We 
have seen huge growth in the variety and scale of our public 
engagement activities; the number of attendees at public 
events doubled from 4,800 in 2017-18 to over 10,200 in 2018-19. 

Through our dedicated Education and Outreach Officer, 
Rosie Sharkey, the Bodleian has been able to expand its 
programme of free public events significantly, ranging from 
printing workshops, to tours, talks and performances. Our 
flagship programme ‘Library Lates’ is a series of informal 
evening events comprised of dozens of bite-sized activities 
run by University researchers and educational specialists. 
Past events included a Frankenstein-themed evening, 
celebrating the 200th anniversary of Mary Shelley’s novel. 

One attendee commented that ‘this was the best thing to 
do in Oxford. Your brain lights up for the evening’. Another 
‘Library Lates’ event was themed around the popular 
Tolkien: Maker of Middle-earth exhibition. Activities included 
exploring Tolkien’s work for the Oxford English Dictionary and 
his studies of dragons in folklore and offering Old English 
and Old Norse taster sessions. These ‘Library Lates’ have 
proven particularly popular amongst younger audiences, 
with around 60% of event attendees aged under 35. 

The Public Engagement and Education team have also taken 
the Bodleian’s work into the local community, engaging 
with groups who might not feel confident enough to visit 
the Library themselves. The team have co-ordinated several 
successful outreach projects including printing workshops 
for adults with learning disabilities, activities for children 
with a parent in prison, and family-friendly craft sessions 
and maps workshops in Oxfordshire public libraries. 

The Bodleian has also expanded its work with communities 
through co-curated exhibitions and events. One such project 
connected Ethiopian and Eritrean communities with the 
Library’s manuscript collections, enabling curators to learn 
more about the significance and content of our collections 
of manuscripts in Ge‘ez, the Semitic liturgical language 
of the Ethiopian and Eritrean churches. It was also an 
important opportunity for the Bodleian to forge community 
partnerships and explore new ways of sharing collections 
with the public and has led to several successful, community 
curated events. One participant of the co-curation workshop 
had this to say: 

‘I think this exhibition was an excellent opportunity for the 
general public and people of Ethiopian and Eritrean descent 
to gain a better understanding of the history of Christianity 
within these countries. It was a chance to see a part of history and 
culture that is rarely seen and should be more widely shared.’ 

Mai Musié, Public Engagement Manager 
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Discover 

Amongst the many treasures of the Bodleian Libraries 

century Sufi poet Jami’s Baharistan (‘Garden of Spring’). 
A book of wisdom originally written for his son, the text 
has been used for centuries for the education of children 
across the Persianate world due to its accessible style 
mixing prose and verse, enlivened by humorous anecdotes. 
The Bodleian copy is a manuscript of relatively small 
dimensions, produced around 1595 for the Mughal emperor 
Akbar in an intimate yet dazzling style by the eminent 
calligrapher Muhammad Husayn Kashmiri, known as ‘Pen 
of Gold’, and sixteen prominent court painters, including 
Mansur and Basavan. 

In 1800 Sir Gore Ouseley, an Anglo-Irish entrepreneur, 
Orientalist, and diplomat, acquired it in Lucknow where 
treasures of the Imperial library were sold to a growing 
number of foreign bibliophiles. Ouseley gives a beautiful 
overview of the manuscript in his memoirs: 

‘ 
paper, and of such modest shades of greens, blues, browns, 
and fawn colours, as never to offend the eye by their glare, 
although richly powdered with gold. The margins, which 
are broad, display a great variety of chaste and beautiful 
delineations in liquid gold: no two pages being alike. 

Following Sir Gore Ouseley’s death, Oriental scholar and 
Bengal civil servant John Bardoe Elliott purchased the 
Baharistan along with other manuscripts from Ouseley’s 
library. In 1859, this collection was donated to the Bodleian 
Library, joining an already impressive body of Persian 
manuscripts including those which had belonged to Sir 
Gore Ouseley’s older brother, William. 

there is an exquisitely decorated copy of the fifteenth-

The leaves of this book are of a soft, silken Kashmírian 

’ Baharistan: 
Conserving a Deluxe 

Manuscript from 
Akbar’s Library 

Marinita Stiglitz and Fiona Mclees 
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‘The imminent completion 

of this project will once again 

allow the Library to share this 

magnificent manuscript with 

scholars and public viewers.’ Unfortunately repairs made in the nineteenth 
century with the best of intentions had proven 
over time to be detrimental to the condition of the 
manuscript. The resulting damage, coupled with 
corrosion of a copper-green pigment typically used 
in Persian manuscripts to delineate the edges of the 
calligraphy panels, had rendered the manuscript 
critically unsound and impossible to view or display 
without causing further harm. 
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Conservators Marinita Stiglitz, Fiona McLees, and Celine 
Delattre have been working for the last three years to 
stabilise the condition of this treasure. A crucial part of this 
work has been to understand the materials that were used 
within the manuscript so that a responsive and successful 
treatment could be developed. To remove the nineteenth-
century repairs safely whilst protecting the water-sensitive 
dyed papers and delicate shell gold marginal decorations 
underneath, we designed a highly-controlled humidification 
method using agarose hydrogels. To tackle the areas damaged 
by corrosion of copper-green pigment and achieve a strong 
yet visually unobtrusive repair, we opted for a bespoke repair 
paper made with light-weight Japanese tissue coated with 
purified gelatine. 

The imminent completion of this project will once again 
allow the Library to share this magnificent manuscript with 

Fiona McLees, 
Paper Conservator 
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Marinita Stiglitz 

Head of Paper Conservation 
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scholars and public viewers. Furthermore, the research that 
was undertaken to inform the conservation method, when 
combined with our continual observations during treatment, 
has resulted in a far deeper understanding of the materiality 
of Akbar’s Baharistan. The Bodleian is very grateful to the 
anonymous donors who made this project possible. 

Marinita Stiglitz, 
Head of Paper Conservation 
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The Talking Maps exhibition 
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The Year of the Map: 
A Retrospective 

Built around the hugely successful Talking Maps 
exhibition, 2019 was the year of the map at the 

Bodleian Libraries. Talking Maps itself attracted more 
than 80,000 visitors, while visitors to the Weston 
Library had the chance to see the magnificent 
sixteenth-century Sheldon Tapestry Maps of 
Worcestershire and Warwickshire. This is all in 
addition to a range of talks and tours for visitors 
and supporters, bringing the public closer than ever 
to the unparalleled range of maps in the Libraries’ 
collections. 

To mark the end of Talking Maps, co-curator Nick Millea, 
Bodleian Map Librarian, Virginia Lladó-Buisán, Friends 
of the Bodleian Secretary, and Richard Ovenden OBE, 
Bodley’s Librarian, share their reflections on a year-long 
cartographic conversation. 

‘The Year of the Map has provided an unprecedented 
opportunity to showcase the Library’s 1.5 million-strong 
map collection to a wider world. We have managed a 
wonderful long run for our Talking Maps exhibition, 
bringing in guest speakers for three informal guided tours 
per week; there have been five Talking Maps lunchtime 
lectures; and I also had the opportunity to present a 
Friends of the Bodleian lecture in September. Personally, 
the Talking Maps experience has been delightful. Having 
spent the best part of four years collaborating on the 
project with Professor Jerry Brotton, a thoroughly 
rewarding process, the clear highlight of this endeavour 
has been the ability to share our enthusiasm for and 
knowledge of the collection with those outside the Library, 
whether in person, by giving talks, or via the two books we 
co-authored. It will be a real shame when this comes 
to an end.’ 

Nick Millea 
Map Librarian, Bodleian Libraries 

‘Our ‘Year of the Map’ has been an extraordinary journey 
(appropriately enough). We were not only able to surface 
some of our most beautiful, interesting, and historically 
compelling maps in our Talking Maps show, but were able 
to engage a wide range of researchers, students, school 
children, and the general public with the principles of 
cartography, the social life of maps, and the contemporary 
challenges of depicting a changing political world. In the 
year of Brexit we even commissioned a Brexit Map to help 
chart this pivotal moment in Britain’s history. 

We are also grateful to the hundreds of people who 
responded to our Annual Fund appeal and supported 
the conservation of our map collections. We take our 
responsibilities to care for our great collections very seriously 
indeed, and maps are no exception to this, as the Year of 
the Map has shown us.’ 

Richard Ovenden OBE, Bodley’s Librarian 

‘Talking Maps was a huge triumph for the Bodleian and for 
the Map Collection. Conservators and map curators were 
able to engage both scholars and the general public with 
our story about the conservation and scientifc research of 
the Sheldon Tapestry Maps, through our Symposium “From 
Weston House to the Weston Library: the Sheldon Tapestry 
Maps at the Bodleian” and through daily gallery talks. The 
tapestries are now fully conserved by our National Trust 
partners, and our scientifc research continues to ensure 
that optimal preservation methods are always used.’ 

Virginia Lladó-Buisán 
Friends of the Bodleian Secretary and 
Head of Conservation and Collection 
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The Chadwyck-Healey Collection 
of Photobooks 

From 
Bodley’s 
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Meet 

The news that Sir Charles Chadwyck-Healey would donate
his substantial collection of photo-books lit up the spirits 

of the 25th Bodley’s Librarian. Sir Charles is a highly-respected 
figure in academic publishing, having been a pioneer in the 
provision of online resources to academic libraries. He has for 
many years also been highly supportive of two libraries most 
dear to his heart: Cambridge University and the Bodleian. Sir 
Charles was an undergraduate at Trinity College, Oxford, but 
had his business in Cambridge. 

We invited Sir Charles to talk about his collection to the 
Friends over ten years ago, when I first became aware of his 
passion for photobooks – a passion I shared and also saw 
the strategic need for the Bodleian’s collections to develop 
in a field which has been crucial to how ideas have been 
communicated since the invention of photography was first 
announced in 1839. We had good British material, but huge gaps 
in pioneering works from Europe, Russia, America, and Japan. 

Sir Charles was bookish from childhood, and at Eton 
discovered the pleasures of bookshops, but he was passionate 
about photography from age 11, when he was given a Box 
Brownie. After Oxford he worked in illustrated magazines, 
first in editorial, then as a photographer, working at one 
time for the great British photographer John Hedgecoe. His 
collecting of photobooks and magazines began in earnest 
around this time, initially with no sense of building a collection. 

The turning point, Sir Charles told me recently, was in 1990. 
Following a business visit to San Francisco, he called in to 
Dawson’s Bookshop and purchased a copy of Walker Evans’ 
classic American Photographs (1938), formerly owned by movie 
mogul King Vidor. To him it was the influence of East Coast 
aesthetics on the American West Coast. But he learned 
another lesson with that purchase – it lacked the rare dust 
jacket. The collection just given to the Bodleian includes the 
King Vidor association, and a copy with a dust jacket! By 
chance he bought a copy of the famous catalogue of the 1947 

1 Moi Ver Paris opening 
2 Manuel Alvarez Bravo Fotografas cover 

4 Manuel Alvarez Bravo original photo tipped in Fotografas 
5 Manuel Alvarez Bravo original photo tipped in Fotografas 

3 Moi Ver Paris plate 

exhibition of the works of Henri Cartier-Bresson at the Museum 
of Modern Art (which assumed the great French photographer 
had been killed) which had been owned by another movie 
giant – Elia Kazan. 

I asked Sir Charles why he collected books and not prints? 
They seemed to him very expensive, and as the photographic 
print is a replicative process (from a negative), and you can 
print multiple positive prints from a single negative, why 
should they be so expensive? Collecting photobooks was a 
new field when he started. There were, then, no bibliographies 
of guides to collecting and he had to develop knowledge 
through working with dealers. He has been an habitue of Paris 
Photo since it began, and other dealers in London, Paris, LA 
and elsewhere have helped him build his formidable collection. 

I asked him about the book which most summed up his 
collection. His answer was Facile, a book of poems by Paul 
Éluard, with photographs by Man Ray of Éluard’s wife, 
and the combination of text, image, and stunning design, 
typography, and printing is peerless. He owned two copies. 
His first was traded at Paris Photo for a presentation copy to 
the great typographer Charles Peignot signed by Éluard and 
Man Ray, which also contained an original photograph of 
Peignot by Man Ray. 

The Chadwyck-Healey Collection at one stroke complements 
Bodley’s existing holdings of great books, but also fills a 
huge gap in the history of the book – and in the history of 
communicating visual ideas. We are hugely grateful to him, 
one of our most important donations of the 21st century. 

Richard Ovenden OBE 
Bodley’s Librarian 
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Interview 

Reunited: Daniel Meadows with John Payne, the boy holding the pigeon, for the frst time since Daniel photographed him 45 years ago 

Daniel 
Meadows 

‘I’ve spent a lot of my life engineering encounters with 
strangers,’ he begins. ‘This comes out of a belief that news 
media and media generally is very top down and that there 
are other ways of telling a story of who we are. And so over 
the years I’ve had a number of different projects where 
I’ve developed and tested these theories of photographic 
practice and documentary practice.’ 

‘I built up quite an archive of all the things that I’ve done. 
In fact if you add it all together it came to 209 boxes of 
stuff! This body of work is my life’s work. This exhibition is 
a celebration of my work, my way of work.’ 

The Now and Then exhibition, Meadows explains, takes 
one project in which he photographed the same people 25 
years apart. ‘They were strangers I met on the streets of 
England in my twenties. I lived in something called the free 
photographic omnibus, a double decker that I repurposed, 
funded by sponsorship and donations and contributions 
and grants. And so in the early ‘70s I went round the 
country running free portraits from this bus in different 
towns and cities around the UK.’ 

‘A quarter of a century later my curiosity got the better of 
me. I decided to go and try and find some of these people 
again and photograph them again.’ 

This was a difficult task. ‘I didn’t have anybody’s name! 
Back in 1972 it was kind of “no labels man”” and I didn’t 

The Daniel Meadows: Now and Then 
exhibition, which ran from 4 October 

to 24 November 2019 in Blackwell Hall, 
celebrated the gift of Daniel Meadows’ 
photographic archive to the Bodleian. Ahead 
of the opening reception, Meadows, one of 
Britain’s foremost photographers, spoke to 
the Friends’ Newsletter about the exhibition, his 
archive, and his extraordinary efforts to tell an 
authentic story of British life. 

bother taking people’s names.’ Meadows instead placed 
adverts in local newspapers and convinced them to run 
editorials using the photographs and asking his former 
subjects to come forward. ‘And that worked!’ He went back 
to three towns: Hartlepool, Furness and Southampton. ‘In 
the end I got 17 pairs of pictures. Now and Then’. 

Meadows explains how the exhibition weaves this narrative 
together. ‘The story isn’t just about the Now and Then 
photographs, the same people 25 years apart, because 
the story of how I worked with, used, and was used by 
newspapers, from the beginning when I went out on the 
bus the first time through to when I found them again is 
told by the newspaper cuttings that are blown up to giant 
size on the outside of the walls. Right in the middle is the 
sort of holy of holies, which is the video booth and in the 
video booth there are sixteen short films.’ 
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‘They gave me an enormous amount of freedom. I built this 
model of what I wanted it to be with newspapers on the 
outside, pictures on the inside and then the video booth as 
the sort of altar right in the middle. And it’s just beautiful! 
They’ve just taken my model and blown it up full size. You 
can unpick it for yourself, you can come and research it 
for yourself. You can see how the project was perceived at 
different times.’ 

“I always used to say to 
people ‘I’m going to put you 
in the history books!’ when I 
photographed them. Well here 
they are now, they’re in the 
history books.” 

‘The reason I’ve done it this way is because this is a Library. 
This is a Library where history books are made. This is the 
Bodleian, this is one of the most famous Libraries in the 
world. And I always used to say to people “I’m going to put 
you in the history books!” when I photographed them and 
they’d go “Oh yeah, we’re gonna be in the history books.” 
Well here they are now, they’re in the history books.’ 

The Bodleian, he says, is the ideal setting. ‘If this was 
collected by the Tate it would just be prints on the wall, if 
it was collected by the V&A ditto. It wouldn’t be collected 
by the National Portrait Gallery because they’re only 
interested in celebrity and this is about ordinary people. So 
when you have an archive this big, where does it live? And 
the idea that it lives in a library and not just any library, 
the Bodleian, is to me very exciting. And as I head towards 
the grave I can die off peacefully thinking that it’s here and 
it’s being looked after, and nurtured, and interpreted, and 
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used. And they’re making a great job of it.’ 

Richard Ovenden’s passion for photography played a 
big part in bringing the archive to the Bodleian. ‘He was 
the difference I think,’ Meadows explains. ‘This archive’s 
had a dodgy history. It was originally catalogued for the 
Library of Birmingham.’ The Library contacted Meadows 
in 2004 and took in the material in 2014. ‘But then 
the moment that it was acquired by them 
they had a massive financial crisis. 
The city council wouldn’t 

photography at the centre of a multi-media 
conversation. ‘I think I would call 
myself a documentarist. Right 
from the word go I 
wanted to 

L-R: 
Lyn and Stella. The 

Brasher sisters from Hampshire. 
1974 and 1999. Michael and Peter McParland. Twin 

brothers from Barrow-in-Furness. 1974 and 1995. Karen Cubin and 
Barbara Taylor. Daughter and mother from Barrow-in-Furness. 1974 and 1995. 

© Daniel Meadows. Courtesy the artist and Bodleian Libraries, University of Oxford 
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go on funding the Library in the same way, so the work was 
acquisitioned but they didn’t catalogue it.’ 

‘Not only did nobody in the outside world know that they 
had it, they didn’t know what they had. I went into a deep 
depression. My life’s work was now lost in the bowels of 
the Library of Birmingham and not catalogued. Nobody 
even knew it was there!’ 

‘Richard Ovenden came to the rescue! I was introduced 
to him by Colin Ford, who was the former collector at the 
National Museum of Photography, Film and Television 
in Bradford. Colin got wind of my story and thought that 
the Bodleian might be a great place for my work to be and 
suggested it to Richard and it grew from there. Richard’s 
been its saviour.’ 

‘But it’s not just that, it’s not just that it’s moved in a van 
from Birmingham to Oxford. You know, they’ve raised 
funds from The Bern Schwartz Foundation to pay for a 
beautiful new book that is a kind of expanded catalogue. 
It’s a cross between an anthology and a catalogue. Lists! It’s 
got loads of lists in the back that help you find your way 
around the archive. If you’re a researcher you need the book 
to kind of excite you about what’s in there.’ 

As the exhibition shows, Meadows has always put 
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record people and 
photograph them. 
Technologically it 
was not possible 
to put the pictures 
and the audio 
together, until the 
digital age arrived. 
Then it was 
possible to do it 
on a kitchen table 
on a laptop.’ 

‘I was working for 
Cardiff University 

in the journalism school. 

the coming digital age might mean for the training of 
journalists. This was around the millennium, so before 
YouTube, before smart phones, before broadband, before 
Facebook, but after the coming of the World Wide Web, at 
a time when everybody in the media business was on edge.’ 

‘I came across this group of people who called themselves 
digital storytellers, living in San Francisco. I had a 
workshop with them and I had a small conference with 
them, in Santa Cruz, and then I came back to the UK and I 
thought “I want to do the bus project again”. But this time 
we’re gonna have a van full of computers and take it out to 
village halls.’ 

‘We’d run a workshop every month and get people to make 
two minutes of TV based on their still photo collection 
– this is before people had photographs on mobile 
phones, this was when people still had photo 
albums – and then we’d broadcast them, we’d put 
them on the web page. And 
so at that point I became 
a digital story teller. We 
won a BAFTA in Wales 
for that work, in 2002. 
I now think of myself 

Daniel Meadows speaks at the opening of the Now and 
Then Exhibition. Photo by John Cairns. 

as a documentarist who works in digital storytelling and 
photography.’ 

Meadows is open-minded about how his archive might 
be used. ‘Once the stuff is out there it’s got to live a life 
of its own,’ he says, ‘you’ve got people who are interested 
who might come from many different directions. Like the 
picture of the boy holding the pigeon. Already it’s been the 
inspiration for a Burberry fashion collection. It went to 
Hong Kong and Paris and London with their collection in 
the autumn of 2017.’ 

“As I head towards the grave I can 
die off peacefully thinking that it’s 
here and it’s being looked after, 
and nurtured, and interpreted, 
and used.” 
‘But equally someone who’s interested in pigeon fanciers 
might be really interested to hear how John collected it, 
how he basically stole pigeons… well not stole… how he 
nicked them anyway, grabbed them, let’s say grabbed! And 
then bred them and so on. Someone who’s interested in 
Hampshire accents might listen to John’s voice, because 
in a way our regional accents are all becoming emulsified, 
whereas when I was going round in my bus in the ‘70s they 
were still very distinctive. So who knows how people will 
find their way into it, but hopefully it will be useful for all 
kinds of people, whether it’s jumpers, pigeons or accents.’ 

The Bodleian Libraries are grateful to 
The Bern Schwartz Family Foundation 
for its support of the Daniel Meadows: 
Now and Then exhibition and 
accompanying publication. 
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Explore 

John Henry Bohte, 
foreign bookseller to the King, and 
the Anglo-German book trade in 
the early nineteenth century 

On 6 November 2019, the Friends 
welcomed Graham Jefcoate, formerly 

of Münster University Library, the British 
Library, Berlin State Library, and Nijmegen 
University, to their lunchtime lecture series 
for a tantalising look into his forthcoming 
biography of John Henry Bohte, An Ocean of Literature. 

an ambitious publishing
Bohte was born 1784 in the bustling port city of Bremen, programme. Bohte’s regular
before moving to London as a young man. In July 1811, trips to the Leipzig Easter Book Fairs 
he married an English woman, Sarah Lloyd, and opened reflected his ambition to become a major
a German book shop in Covent Garden. It was an ideal exporter of English books to the continent too. 
location, brought to life by Jefcoate with a lavish description In the words of one anonymous reviewer, Bohte was 
of the shop, its surroundings and regular customers. ‘a most spirited and most useful bookseller’. Although he 
In early 1820, Bohte was awarded a Royal Warrant as ‘Foreign died suddenly in London in 1824, aged only forty, he left an 
Bookseller to His Majesty the King’, to which he later added important legacy in both London and Leipzig. 

The only surviving business card of John 
Henry Bohte, boasting his status as Foreign 

Bookseller to His Majesty the King 

Trinity: Klaus Fuchs and Addressing a full lecture theatre “You were enjoyingon 21 January 2020, Frank Close,the Bodleian Library Professor Emeritus at Exeter College, the best of the 
used the papers of physicist Rudolf 
Peierls, held at the Bodleian, to tell world you were 
the incredible story of Klaus Fuchs, 
the communist spy at the heart of the trying to destroy”
British atomic bomb project. 

Fuchs, who fled Germany for Britain in 1933, worked and lived with Rudolf Peierls, 
who had recently discovered that it would be possible to make an atomic bomb from 
a quantity of uranium around the size of a grapefruit. But Fuchs, Close explains, 
was passing everything he learned to the Soviet Union. He would continue to do so 
when both men were sent to America and throughout the bomb tests that followed, 
all whilst becoming part of the Peierls family. He joined them on skiing holidays, 
danced and drank with them, and the Peierls children adored him. 

Close’s talk reveals not only the depths of Fuchs’s espionage (including activities 
hitherto not known), but also the personal tragedy that came with it. When he was 
arrested, it was a deeply emotional letter from Peierls’s wife, Genia, which drove him 
to confess. ‘For your cause you didn’t have to be on such warm personal relations with 
them [his colleagues]’, she wrote, ‘to play with their children, and dance and drink and 
talk. You were enjoying the best of the world you were trying to destroy’. 

Frank Close, Trinity: The Treachery and Pursuit of the Most Dangerous 
Fuchs was released after nine years, but he had no further contact with the Peierls.Spy in History (Penguin, 2019), £25 
‘I think this is the nearest we get to really understanding the effect of Genia’s letter,’ 
Close remarks, ‘that was the moment that Fuchs felt shame and I think he could not 
face them.’ 
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a completed membership form by post, or visit 
the Weston Library Information Desk. As 
a new member, you will receive a free 
copy of Marks of Genius (Special 
Edition) (rrp £200). 

 

 

 

Explore 

Join the Bodleian 
Patrons 

Sir Kazuo Ishiguru in conversation with Richard Ovenden at the Bodley Lecture, 2019. Patrons will receive free or discounted tickets to the annual Bodley Lecture. 

In November 2019, the Bodleian launched its new 
Patrons scheme with a drinks reception and a 

special talk by Joanna Trollope OBE. Trollope, author 
of seventeen highly acclaimed bestselling novels 
including A Village Affair, The Choir and The Rector’s 
Wife, spoke about some of her favourite treasures 
from the Bodleian’s collections, notably Jane Austen’s 
The Watsons and Christine de Pizan’s Epistre othea. 

Continuing a proud tradition of philanthropic support, 
the two levels of Patrons membership are named for 
antiquarians Richard Rawlinson (1690-1755) and Francis 
Douce (1757-1834), two of the most generous benefactors to 
the Libraries in the Bodleian’s history. Funds generated by 
the Patrons will, through the Friends of the Bodleian fund, 
support the Libraries’ work to remain, in Thomas Bodley’s 
words, ‘the most absolute and sufficient for the furthering 
of students of all kyndes of knowledge of good literature, 

The Rawlinson (£1,000/year) and Douce (£5,000/year) 
Patrons will form part of the Friends of the Bodleian. In 
addition to the growing body of events and exhibition 
openings to which the Friends are invited, Patrons will 
have the opportunity to attend a range of intimate visits 
and tours, including an annual dinner with Bodley’s 
Librarian and free or discounted tickets to the Bodley 
Lecture, which this year will be given by Booker Prize 
winning writer Pat Barker. Francis Douce Patrons will also 
receive a free signed copy of every Bodleian exhibition 
catalogue and a 10% discount when hiring Divinity School 
for private events. 

To join the Bodleian Patrons today, or for more 
information, go online (visit.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/friends-
of-the-bodleian/patron), call 01865 2777234, return 
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that was ever yet in beinge, in any 
publique place of study.’ 

Collect a brochure 
today and enjoy all the 

benefts of being a Patron 
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Read 

Book Review 

AN Wilson, Prince 
Albert: The Man Who 
Saved the Monarchy 
Andrew Cusworth 

Coinciding with the bicentenary of the birth 
of both Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, 

A.N. Wilson’s Prince Albert: The Man Who Saved the 
Monarchy came as a timely addition to the accounts of 
the life of The Prince Consort. 

Wilson, with the deftness of the storyteller, lays his 
foundations well: the young Prince’s childhood experiences 
and education as factors in the formation of his character; 
the impact of these upon his later successes and struggles, 
in personal life, with the British constitution, and the 
causes for which he became known as ‘Albert the Good’; 
the roots, on both sides, of a marriage that Wilson 
characterises as having been stormier than is sometimes 
perceived; and, not least, Albert’s role in shaping a ‘modern 
British monarchy. He carries these and other threads with 
skill, teasing them through the dense thickets of a short life 
crammed with activities and interests. 

The biography is not, as a whole, revolutionary, but perhaps 
it does not need to be; Wilson, maybe out of necessity or 
because they are covered well elsewhere, skates quickly 
over certain aspects of Albert’s life, such as his relationship 
with music; and there are some more psychosexual musings 
that, although providing a moment’s pause for reflection 
in the briskly-paced narrative, sit a little uncomfortably. 
However, at its root, this is a life as told by Wilson in a 
distinctive, playfully arch authorial voice that provides 
an enjoyable and thought-provoking read. His fluid 
handling of words from the archives - some of which 
are now available to the public via Bodleian Libraries 
partnered projects (‘Queen Victoria’s Journals Online’ and 
‘The Prince Albert Digitisation Project’) and on which 
Wilson has, happily, drawn extensively - of incidental 
anecdotes and cameo appearances, and of a running 
commentary on the national and geopolitical motions of 
the period, adds colour and, frequently, a wry humour to 
this narration of the life of one of Britain’s most heavily 
memorialised figures. 

Andrew Cusworth is an 1851 Research Fellow at the Bodleian 
Libraries, working on the Prince Albert Digitisation Project 
in partnership with the Royal Collection Trust and the Royal 
Commission for the Exhibition of 1851. 

’ 

AN Wilson 

AN Wilson, Prince Albert: The Man Who Saved the Monarchy 
(Atlantic Books, 2019), £25 
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Support 

Recent Acquisitions 
Since their establishment in 1925, the Friends have supported the Bodleian with vital funding for acquisitions. 

Below, we are pleased to share details of the treasures the Bodleian has recently added to its collections with 
support from our generous Friends and Patrons. 

Aelius Donatus, De octo orationis partibus libri octo 
(Perugia: Cosimo Bianchini, 22 Jan. 1517) 

Aelius Donatus, the fourth-century Roman grammarian, 
was the most influential writer on grammar of his day. This 
important work was a medieval and renaissance schoolbook 
and covers eight parts of speech in a question-and-answer 
format. The Bodleian has a good collection of incunable 
editions of the works of Donatus, and this acquisition 
complements these admirably. 

Mary Roberts (née Harper), Manuscript travel journal 
(1885) 

In her 1885 diary, Mary Roberts gives a detailed account of 
a family holiday in the Swiss Alps where she met her future 
husband, Ernest Stewart Roberts, Master at Gonville and 
Caius College, Cambridge. What begins as a travel journal 
becomes an engrossing story of an Oxford-Cambridge 
courtship. Her final, brief diary entry reads only: ‘he 
asked me to marry him yesterday!’ That it breaks off so 
dramatically indicates the momentous nature of the final 
event – an event whose prelude is related in full here. 

Rev. George Edwards Comerford Casey, ‘Town & 
Gown, a reminiscence of by-gone days at Oxford’ 
Manuscript (c. 1900) 

In this manuscript, acquired with support from the 
Friends, Casey, of Lincoln College, describes the 1867 
Oxford ‘Town and Gown rows’. With his friend Flanagan, 
Casey was assailed on Turl Street and later found himself 
‘in the grip of a “bulldog” or University policeman’. At 
the close, he criticises the University itself, reflecting that 
‘Oxford used to be an agreeable place of amusement for 
the sons of wealthy families. What is it now? A training-
ground for politicians, priestlings, lawyers, and all the 
scurvy host of humbugs who live as parasites upon society’. 

Commonplace Book of Verse and Prose Extracts 
(Nineteenth-Century) 

The papers of the 
Villiers family, Earls 
of Clarendon of the 
2nd creation 
This important archive 
forms a key source for 
British and international 
political and social 
history. The purchase, 
supported by the 
Friends, brings together 
papers deposited in the Bodleian after 1949 with other 
parts of the archive hitherto inaccessible. 

George William Frederick Villiers, 4th Earl of Clarendon 
(1800-70), whose papers form the archive’s heart, 
was a leading statesman of the Victorian era. This new 
acquisition brings his private papers to the Bodleian, 
including over 1000 letters from Queen Victoria and 
Prince Albert, letters to his wife Katharine, and journal-
letters written during his early career. 

The collection also includes the papers of Thomas 
Villiers, 1st Earl of Clarendon (1709-86), and George 
Herbert Hyde Villiers, 6th Earl of Clarendon (1877-1955). 
Other papers in the collection have a literary favour, 
notably 50 letters from author Emily Eden (1797-1869), 
13 from Alexander Pope to Lord Cornbury, and three 
unknown plays, likely the work of Cornbury. Via the 4th 

Earl’s marriage to Katharine, widow of John Foster Barham, 
it also includes the papers of the Foster Barham family, the 
wealthy owners of two Jamaican sugar estates, which will 
likely be signifcant sources for the history of slavery. 

From the profts of his great work, The History of the 
Rebellion, the 1st Earl Edward Hyde built the Clarendon 
Press (now the Clarendon Building). This collection thus not 
only complements the Bodleian’s existing holdings, but also 
recognises the Clarendons’ long connection with Oxford. 
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This commonplace book of verse and prose extracts, acquired with support from the Friends, is richly decorated with 
watercolours, drawings, and poems by Young, Byron, Mary Russell Mitford, Alaric Watts, Bowring, and Longfellow, as well 
as original pieces. Six card sized caricatures by ‘FCK’ include one of ‘Painter Pug’ (i.e. Hogarth) at an easel, and one of ‘a 
Patriot’, complete with Liberty cap. The highlight, at the volume’s end, is a moveable ‘spider’s web’ device with a playful reveal. 
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Support 

C.M. Carter, Unpublished child’s historical novel: 
‘The Lost Kingdom by C.M. Carter at the Den, West 
Runton Norfolk’ (Norfolk, 1922) 
This unpublished child’s novel, decorated with full-page 
watercolours, begins: ‘A certain gentleman living in 
America was thinking very deeply. He was a man of great 
ideas’. Set in colonial Peru, the story depicts Stella Morgan 
and her siblings, who join a Peruvian rebellion against 
the occupying Spanish while on holiday from boarding 
school. The Libraries are very grateful to the Friends for 
supporting this acquisition. 

The London almanack for the year of Christ 1789 
(London, printed for the Company of Stationers, 1788) 
The London Almanack, printed annually for two 
centuries, came in various fashionable bindings. This 
example has a detachable silver fligree binding and an 
original pink silk lining over lilac silk covered boards. 
Along with a view of Carlton House, the home of the 
Prince Regent, it contains a monthly calendar, and lists 
of Kings, Queens, Lord Mayors and Sherifs. Copies of 
all editions are scarce, probably as most were simply 
thrown away. 
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Interleaved Arabic Grammar (Nineteenth-Century) 
This rare and fully interleaved Arabic grammar, purchased 
with the support of the Friends, was annotated by the 
Celtic scholar Robert Williams (1810-81), author of the 
Lexicon Cornu-Britannicum. It has a half calf binding over 
marbled boards and a handwritten paper label to the spine. 
The entire text is interleaved with historical notes and 
exercises in Arabic, revealing Williams’ serious attempts to 
study and learn Arabic. 

HMS Cygnet Log-Book (1845-47) 
With funding from the Friends, the Bodleian has acquired 
this log-book of HMS Cygnet, including an old magazine 
article about the British navy’s ‘bizarre... sudden change 
from chief slaver to chief policeman’ between 1807 and 
1867. The entries, written in a single unidentified hand, 
run from 16 November 1845 to 22 March 1847 and record 
confrontations with slave traders with The Royal Navy’s 
West Africa Squadron, credited with freeing 150,000 
enslaved Africans. 

Derek Jarman’s Reliquary box, No. 148 / 200 (1996) 
Funded by the Friends, the Bodleian has acquired this 
bespoke reliquary box, belonging to and assembled by 
British filmmaker and writer Derek Jarman, which includes 
postcards, a strip of film, a fragment of sainting robe, a 

Alfonso García Tellez, Historia de la Curación de 
Antigua de San Pablito Pahuatlán Puebla and 
Historia de una Vivienda para Hacer una Ofrenda al 
Santo Tecuil (San Pablito, 1978) 
These books by Alfonso García Tellez, of the indigenous 
Otomí people of San Pablito, Puebla, purchased with the 
support of the Friends, document the spirit entities and 
Shamanic rituals of the region through cut-out illustrations 
known as muñecos. They use amate paper made by García 
Tellez in a technique learnt from his ancestors, considered 
to have magic properties. Hundreds of copies of his books 
were produced, but no two copies the same. The books 
therefore illustrate how the settlement’s unique brujería 
(witchcraft) customs persisted with tradition even as they 
encountered modernity. 

packet of poppy seeds, and a Dungeness stone charm. 

Sir William Hope, The Compleat Fencing-Master 
(London, 1697) 
William Hope, lieutenant-governor of Edinburgh 
Castle, authored several works on fencing, the frst 
published in Britain. This, his frst, was published 
in three editions and is framed as a conversation 
between student and master, with twelve charming 
engravings. All editions are scarce; the Bodleian 
already held a copy of the Edinburgh edition, but 
thanks to the support of the Friends this is its frst 
copy of the London edition. 
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Support 

Bringing Historic Manuscripts to Life 

The Bodleian is seeking to raise £40,000 towards 
the conservation and digitisation of its treasured 

and rare manuscript and archive collections. 

The scope of the Bodleian’s work in this area is huge: each year it 
conserves thousands of manuscripts, hosts increasing numbers of 
scholars seeking to carry out research on them, and displays them 
in around 15 different public exhibitions for more than 60,000 
visitors. But while the preservation of these precious materials 
is key to the Bodleian Libraries’ mission, it simply cannot be 
accomplished without additional support. 

‘We face a challenge,’ explains Richard Ovenden OBE, Bodley’s 
Librarian. ‘The more these manuscripts and archives are accessed 
and researched, the greater the need for conservation so that they 
can be handled, both physically and digitally. We need to look 
after them in every way possible, from the day to day archiving 
of small documents in special acid-free boxes to the restoration 
of large items of great historical significance, such as the Selden 
Map of China or Jane Austen’s Volume the First. 

The money raised through the appeal will enable the Bodleian 
to meet this challenge head on. As well as funding essential 
conservation treatments – ensuring these rare and important 
manuscripts can be safely handled, studied and displayed – it 
will allow the Bodleian to improve its digitised collections and 
provide access to these rich resources for scholars and 
researchers working around the world. 

‘We hope you will join us in this important endeavour,’ adds 
Richard. ‘This is a large task, but it is our first and fundamental 
duty towards Thomas Bodley’s “republic of scholarship” and the 
wider world.’ 

Here’s what your gift could support 

£25 per month 
would pay for 5 acid-free conservation boxes per 
year, to store and present our collections 

£100 
would support the 
purchase of specialist 
parchment to bind 
one manuscript 

£500 
would enable a 
conservator to 
stabilise the faking 
paint on one 
miniature painting 

£250 
would support a 
conservator to sew 
an album’s spine 
back together 

£1,000 
would allow a 
conservator 
to attend a 
residential 
training course 

How you can support this project 
Post Donations by cheque can be returned to: University of 

Oxford Development Ofce, Wellington Square, Oxford, 
OX1 2JD, United Kingdom 
For information on tax-efective giving for overseas 
donors, please visit www.development.ox.ac.uk/worldwide 

Online To make a one-of gift or set up a monthly direct debit 
please visit: 
www.development.ox.ac.uk/bodleian-conservation 

For further Hannah Litvack, Development Ofcer 
information, Bodleian Libraries, Broad Street, Oxford, OX1 3BG 

Email: hannah.litvack@devof.ox.ac.ukplease contact: 
Tel: +44 1865 611 729 

A Thirteenth-Century 
manuscript of pastoral 
theology (MS. Laud 
Misc. 439.) 

This late thirteenth-century English 
manuscript contains an array of 
theological works, including sermons, 
treatises on confession, and letters. 
It is a signifcant example of the type 
of new pastoral literature produced 
by the Church to reach ordinary men 
and women. The original bindings of 
this manuscript have broken down 
irretrievably and need repair to ensure 
their preservation for the future. Your 
support will allow us to carry out 
essential parchment repair, sewing and 
binding, to make it possible to handle 
and read this manuscript once again. 

Thirteenth-Century manuscript of pastoral theology (MS. Laud Misc. 439.), showing damage to the binding and parchment 

The Douce Album This treasure from the seventeenth-century Mughal 
Court of India, designed for royal viewing, represents the work of the 
very fnest artists and calligraphers of the time and is in urgent need of 
conservation. Famously beautiful, this manuscript can no longer be handled 
or travel to exhibitions due to faking paint and broken sewing threads. Your 

support will fund essential conservation treatments to stabilize these 
parts and safeguard the album. 
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Support 

Bodleian Library Publishing 
Bodleian Library Publishing produces beautiful and authoritative books which 
help to bring the riches of Oxford’s libraries to readers around the world. 

Friends of the Bodleian can enjoy a members-only 10% discount when purchasing titles from 
Bodleian Library Publishing in the Library’s gift shops, via the Library website (code: FOB) 
or direct from the publications catalogue (code: BL001). All of our profits help support the 
Library’s work in curating, conserving and collecting its rich archives and helping to maintain 

Buy online 
https://bodleianshop.co.uk/ 
collections/bodleian-publishing 

Follow Bodleian Publishing 
on Twitter @BodPublishing 
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the Bodleian’s position as one of the pre-eminent libraries in the world. 

A Sanskrit Treasury: A Compendium 
of Literature from the Clay Sanskrit 
Library 
Camillo A. Formigatti, Foreword by 
Amartya Sen 

9781851245314 
HB £50 | Publication November 2019 

The Art of Advertising 
Julie Anne Lambert 
Accompanying the exhibition at the 
Bodleian Library. 
9781851245383 
HB £30 | Publication March 2020 

Vintage Advertising: An A to Z 
Julie Anne Lambert 
Accompanying the exhibition at the 
Bodleian Library. 
9781851245406 
PB with faps £15 | Publication April 2020 

Jewish Treasures from Oxford Libraries 
Edited by Rebecca Abrams and César 
Merchán-Hamann 

9781851245024 
HB £35 | Publication May 2020 

Birds: An Anthology 
Edited by Jaqueline Mitchell with 
illustrations by Eric Fitch Daglish 

9781851245291 
HB £16.99 | Publication June 2020 

The Domestic Herbal: Plants for 
the Home in the Seventeenth 
Century 
Margaret Willes 

9781851245130 
HB £25 | Publication June 2020 

Merton College Library: An Illustrated 
History 
Julia C. Walworth 

9781851245390 
PB with faps £15 | Publication June 2020 

Alice in Wonderland Journal – 
‘Too Late,’ said the Rabbit 

9781851245499 
HB £11.99 | Publication June 2020 

Alice in Wonderland Journal – Alice 
in Court 

9781851245420 
HB £11.99 | Publication June 2020 

The Making of Lewis Carroll’s Alice 
and the Invention of Wonderland 
Peter Hunt 

9781851245321 
PB with faps £15 | Publication June 2020 

The Making of Handel’s Messiah 
Andrew Gant 

9781851245062 
PB with faps £15 | Publication July 2020 
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Join today 
To join the Friends of the Bodleian or 
the Bodleian Patrons, to renew your 
membership, or to switch to direct debit, 
visit our website today: 

visit.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/friends-of-the-bodleian 

You can also join or renew in the Bodleian’s shops, at 
the Weston Library Information Desk or over the phone 
by calling 01865 277234. Alternatively, complete the 
Friends of the Bodleian membership form and send 
a cheque made payable to ‘Friends of the Bodleian’ to 
Friends of the Bodleian, Clarendon Building, Bodleian 
Libraries, Broad Street, Oxford, OX1 3BG.If you have 
any enquiries, please e-mail: 
fob@bodleian.ox.ac.uk 
or call 01865 277 234. 

Make your subscription or donation 
more effective by completing the Gift 
Aid declaration on the membership form, 
suitable for those who pay UK income tax. 

If you have any enquiries, please e-mail: 
fob@bodleian.ox.ac.uk 
or call 01865 277 234. 

mailto:fob@bodleian.ox.ac.uk
mailto:fob@bodleian.ox.ac.uk



